Magaya Network

Standardize communication across the supply chain from
origin to destination with one platform

The Magaya network helps
you make connections and
grow your business with the
power of a digital
worldwide community of
supply chain professionals.
As a supply chain professional, you understand the
challenge of communicating with the various
stakeholders that interact with your business. From
agents to customs agencies, customers, couriers,
and other partners, each one has its own unique
way of exchanging information.
The Magaya Network easily solves that problem
with a single online platform for standardized
communication across all players in the supply
chain, from origin to destination. Using one
platform to communicate gives you and your
stakeholders full visibility and optimizes your
workflows, all while using a secure online system.

"I am a big fan of the Magaya Network. A lot of the
big one-off shipments I do go to countries where I
don't have regular agents. In those instances, I use
the Network to find agents I can do business with
that already use Magaya.“
Carter Cordon
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BENEFITS
Gain Real-Time Visibility

As information is exchanged via the
Magaya Network, the status of the
related transactions is updated in realtime. Updates made by a destination
agent are visible immediately in the
Magaya system at origin, providing you
with the real-time, up-to-date
information you need to bring your
business to the next level.

Unlock Growth
Opportunities

Users gain instant access to over 2000
companies across more than 75
countries, opening up a world of
opportunities to grow your business
and expand its reach.

Communicate Efficiently

The Magaya Network expands your
business' reach exponentially by
allowing Magaya users to not only
communicate via chat but to send and
receive transactions, documentation,
and other data directly to other users
without ever leaving the Magaya Supply
Chain solution.

Protect Your Business

Sending information over email, EDI, or
fax leaves your business vulnerable to
data breaches, hackers, and errors. With
the Magaya Network, you retain
complete control over what
documentation and transactions you
send in the secured system.

FEATURES
MAGAYA COMMUNITY
Once you create a company profile, you can connect with more than 2000+ potential business partners. As
you send and receive invitations, you are able to approve or deny connections with companies based on your
needs.

MAGAYA COMMUNITY DIRECTORY
The directory allows you to perform an advanced search for companies by company name, location, or
keywords. Users can search for other companies that are using Magaya software and view any invitations
you have sent or received.

MAGAYA COMMUNITY SEARCH
With the ability to easily search for specific shipment requirements, you can reduce the time it takes to find
the perfect partner. Keywords can include any special service you need such as a company that handles
oversized cargo, hazardous materials, or transports vehicles.

EXPRESS LINK
You can easily track courier shipments with an end-to-end shipping order management solution, allowing
you to exchange and view messages and tracking numbers from couriers such as UPS, USPS, and FedEx.

US CUSTOMS MESSAGES
Save time and stay compliant with US Customs, enabling you to view all messages related to the Automated
Manifest System (Ocean AMS/ISF and Air AMS).

OCEAN MESSAGES
With a turnkey integration to ocean carrier software systems, you can display all messages sent or received
directly from ocean carriers using the Magaya Ocean Carrier Interface with INTTRA.

AIR CARRIER MESSAGES
Exchange messages between your system and air carriers when you send the air waybill electronically via the
eAWB feature, allowing you to eliminate errors and save time.
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